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THE MODERATOR: Thank you for joining us today on
the conference call with NFL Network analyst Daniel
Jeremiah previewing the upcoming 2020 NFL Draft.
Before I hand it over to Daniel for some brief opening
remarks, here are some notes regarding the coverage
of the 2020 NFL Draft. The 2020 NFL Draft will be
presented across ESPN, NFL Network and ABC April
23rd to the 25th and serve as a three-day virtual
fundraiser benefiting six charities that are battling the
spread of COVID-19 and delivering relief to millions in
need.

ESPN and NFL Network will combine to offer a singular
presentation across both networks while ABC will
present its own, distinctive primetime telecast for
rounds 1 through 3 in addition to simulcasting the
ESPN and NFL Network telecasts of rounds 4 through
7. Daniel Jeremiah, Rich Eisen Kurt Warner, and
Michael Irvin will join ESPN's team of talent which
includes Trey Wingo, Mel Kiper Jr., Louis Riddick and
Booger McFarland. Additionally, Daniel will release his
final mock draft on Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. ET on NFL
Network, and finally NFL Network will offer additional
draft coverage throughout the week. Please be sure to
follow @NFLmedia on Twitter for programming notes
and updates.

Now we'll turn it over to Daniel for some opening
remarks.

DANIEL JEREMIAH: First of all, thank you guys for all
jumping on this. I apologize for some of you that might
have reached out but I haven't been able to get back to
you. It has been a wild run up to this draft. I've never
seen anything like it in terms of the intensity and the
attention that's focused on this. It's going to be fun. I'm
glad that we were able to figure out a way to get this
thing on schedule and to launch this thing on Thursday
night is going to be a fun event. Before we get to
questions, I also want to just say how excited I am to
work with so many close friends over at ESPN. I've
known Mel Kiper for 20 years since I was right out of
college. He's always been so kind to me, so I'm looking
forward to working with Mel. Known Todd forever. He's
a good buddy. Trey Wingo is a pro. I worked with Louis
Riddick with the Philadelphia Eagles, so we go way
back, and I've also had a nice friendship with Booger
McFarland over the last few years. So it's going to be
fun to join together with them and hopefully put on a

good show for everybody.

Q. You've obviously been in draft rooms before.
You've been a part of the process with the Ravens,
Browns and Eagles, and I'm wondering, in relation
to a team like the Eagles that you do know well,
how much do you think Carson Wentz and his
opinion is factoring into selections? And I say that
specifically in regards to the wide receiver
position, one that certainly is going to be viewed as
a position of strength in this draft and one the
Eagles also need, as well.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I think he does have
influence. I don't necessarily think it's over this
particular player versus that particular player. But I'd be
shocked if they have not had conversations with
Carson and sat down and said, "Hey, what do we
need? Do we need more speed, do you need guys to
be more reliable, do you need more size, do you want
somebody that can play inside, can play outside? What
will make you comfortable?" And let him kind of build a
menu for the type of player you want to bring in.

I definitely think he would have an input on that in
terms of the skills and what they're looking for at the
position. I don't necessarily think he's going to come in
there and say I'd rather have K.J. Hamler than Laviska
Shenault. I don't think he's going to have that type of
say-so, but I do think he'll get a chance to craft the role
and what they're looking for in that position.

Q. If it was your pick for the Eagles, knowing what
they need and how they view the position and
Carson Wentz and let's say they had the pick of the
litter, who would be the guy you'd think they'd
want?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, for me if you had the pick of
the litter it would be CeeDee Lamb if you can get him. I
think he's the best. He can do everything. He can give
you the big play ability down the field but he can also
do a lot of dirty work on 3rd down and in the red zone
and he would give Carson a lot of free yards after the
catch. That would be my choice. But when I look at the
top four guys between CeeDee Lamb, Jerry Jeudy,
Henry Ruggs, Justin Jefferson, I think Carson Wentz
would make a star out of any of those four players.

Q. Thinking about the Lions and the three
defensive prospects that could be in the mix for
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them at 3, Okudah, Isaiah Simmons, Derrick Brown,
which one of those guys is the safest and why?
Which one has maybe the biggest bust potential
and why? And then how much does that sort of
line of thinking factor into a team's decision when
they're drafting that high?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, that's a great question. I
would say the safest, I would say I would put Okudah
down as the safest for me. I know exactly what position
he plays. I've seen him play that position against elite
competition, and I have seen him play at a very high,
consistent level. To me, Okudah would be the safest.

The most upside I would say is Simmons because of
all the different things he can do. He's a special athlete
and gives you so much flexibility as a defensive
coordinator, and that's why when I'm stacking those
guys how I've graded them, I have it Isaiah Simmons,
Okudah and then Brown in my next list that I think is
coming out here pretty soon. I think Simmons has the
most upside, but there's a little bit of risk there because
he does so many different things, you've got to hope
you can get him to be comfortable before you start
really expanding his role.

And then Derrick Brown to me, I think Derrick Brown is
a dominant player against the run. He can collapse the
pocket. He impacts the game on a down by down basis
but he's not an elite pass rusher. I haven't dropped him
far down my list, but I think I might have began with him
at No. 2 or 3 and I think I have him now at No. 5. I think
he'll be a competent, good pass rusher, but he's going
to be more pushing the pocket than a double-digit sack
guy.

Q. Curious what you think the Rams' best options
might be at No. 52 and now No. 57 overall after the
Brandin Cooks trade?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I mean, that's a good place
to be at in this draft. When you look at where they're
sitting, now, that's a sweet spot, and if I was looking at
a couple different positions, you look at the linebacker
position, I think that's a great spot if you wanted to get
a linebacker. A guy like Jordyn Brooks from Texas Tech
who can fly, I think he would be a great replacement
when you lose Littleton, to be able to plug him in right
there, I think he'd be a great fit and somebody that kind
of plays with high, high tempo, which I know they
appreciate there in that organization.

Now, I think they need to keep an eye on the tackle
position. Obviously it was great to get Andrew
Whitworth back for another year, but I think you can
keep an eye on that, and some guys in the 50s at that
point in time. An interesting player for me is Saahdiq
Charles, the big tackle from LSU who is ultra talented,
has some suspensions there due to some marijuana,

but that's a challenge now for the league, and you're
scouting with the way this has changed and the new
CBA, I don't know that you penalize him as much.

He's a very talented player who kind of factors into that
portion of the draft. That would be an interesting player
there at the tackle position.

I think Josh Jones, if he was to be there, would make
some sense from Houston as a tackle. But those are a
couple guys I'd keep an eye on, and if they wanted to
go running back, I mean, gosh, you might be staring at
one of the top four guys if J.K. Dobbins was there
would be a great fit. I would love to see Clyde
Edwards-Helaire because of what he can do with the
passing game with Sean McVay. I think that would be a
fun pairing, as well.

Q. I wondered what you thought the biggest hurdle
for Antoine Winfield is for becoming a reliable
contributor at the next level, and just your overall
impressions of Jonathan Greenard of Florida and
what he brings as an edge rusher?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. I love the way Winfield
plays. When you study him this year, I keep coming
back to this one play that just stood out to me at the
end of the Fresno State game where you see his
instincts. He kind of baits the quarterback, wheels
around and picks off the ball to finish it. His ability to
play in the slot gives him some versatility there, as well.
He does have some missed tackles, but overall I think
he's a really, really solid player, and over the last few
days I've made some calls on medicals, talking to
teams around the league trying to get some medical
information on players, and I brought up his name
simply for the fact he's missed the majority of two
seasons and how teams felt about it, and everything I
got was all clear, so they were very comfortable with
where he was medically. I felt that might have been one
hurdle he would have had to overcome, and it looks like
he was able to get that done.

And then Greenard, Greenard is a real smooth, fluid
rusher. He can really bend at the top of his rush. I have
him at this point in time at the end of the process here,
he's right around 100, so he's I think the 104th player,
so that's where that puts him. I was a little disappointed
he didn't run better. I thought he played faster than the
4.87 he ran, but he's real slippery, and like I said, he
can bend at the top of his rush, which you like to see. I
think that probably puts him in that -- I think you'll see
his name come off the board in that third-, fourth-round
range.

Q. The new home team here clearly did some good
work in the off-season to shore up that defense via
free agency, but now look to really the two biggest
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holes on their roster, wide receiver and cornerback.
With 12 and 19 there in the first round, most people
think they'll go wide receiver at 12, you said you
like CeeDee Lamb the best. What do you think is
going to be their play there at 12, and if they have
two of those three guys left, who's the best fit for
them, and at cornerback should they go that
direction at 19?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. I think any of those top
receivers would arrive and be the most talented player
at the position for the Raiders. They can go a lot of
different directions there. I am fascinated to see what
happens in front of them, though, because as it stands,
we look at that wide receiver run potentially could start
with the Jets at 11 and the Raiders follow that right up
at 12. So as we stand a week out, you'd say, okay, well,
the Raiders probably are going to get their first or
second choice of receivers if that's what they elect to
do. But I think when it's all said and done, I would not
be shocked at all to see Jacksonville trade out of 9. I
know there's been some conversations from other
teams I've talked to that say they think that's a
possibility. So you could see teams either trading up for
a tackle there or a wide receiver at 9. You could see the
Jets go with one at 11 if they don't like their tackle
situation. So they might end up getting their third
choice at that point in time, and then they would have
to judge would we rather have the third receiver for
them, which let's say it's Ruggs, or would you rather
take a corner in CJ Henderson who to me is clearly the
second corner. Some teams think he's right up there
with Okudah. That would be a decision to make, do
you take CJ Henderson first, shore up the corner
position, and know at 19 you're still probably going to
be looking at one of those top-five receivers. Who that
may be would be interesting. That wouldn't shock me
at all if we had the positions right, but if they flipped it
and they ended up going with a corner first and came
back with a receiver at pick No. 19.

Q. Two questions here, both related to the Giants.
One, just generally speaking, how difficult do you
envision trades being this year? Do you see less of
them with all the technology that'll have to go into
one? And then specifically to the Giants, obviously
we've talked about offensive line quite a bit with
them, but would it be a mistake for them as
desperate as they are for defensive playmakers not
to take one with at least one of their first two picks,
if not both?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, sure. Let's kind of start with
whether or not they should go defense. I absolutely
think they should go offense there in the first round. I
think they should go tackle. They've got to get better up
front. I know all the holes on the defense. I can spout
out all the numbers about where they rank, and it's not
good. But they need to protect Daniel Jones, and they

can get a two-fer, and that you can get a player that's
going to help him continue to develop, and it's also
going to be a big benefit to the best player on your
team in Saquon Barkley. I think tackle is the place they
go there in the first round, but I would not be surprised
at all to come right back in the second round at pick 36
and maybe make a pick there or try and do something
different and try and collect some more picks in that
range because you're going to have a bunch of really
good defensive players that can come in and help that
team in a lot of areas there in the second round.

That would be what I would expect, and when you look
at who that would be in the first round, I think I've said
Wirfs for a long time is what I've heard, and as we
come down the home stretch here, I'm beginning to
think it's going to be Jedrick Wills. That's what I expect
to happen there in the first round, and then in the
second round maybe they come back and they can get
a corner like a Jaylon Johnson. They could go get one
of the top linebackers would be there off the ball would
be interesting, as well. They'll have options there in the
second round.

Q. I'm hoping you could entertain a hypothetical
scenario for me. If the Cowboys were intent on
adding, in some order, a defensive end and
cornerback in the first two rounds and neither
K'Lavon Chaisson or CJ Henderson is available at
No. 17, how would you approach that? Which
position would you go first and who would be your
targets in each respective round?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure, so we're going to go D-end
and corner, and they are picking 17 and then 51,
correct? So at 17 and 51, if I had to go D-end and
corner, I would probably lean towards going with the
corner first at that point in time, and I would take CJ
Henderson if he was there. I do not think he'll be there.
So I would go, for me personally, I would go with Jaylon
Johnson. But that could be a trade-back scenario. At
17 you're not going to feel great about the corner or the
edge rusher that you get. I think you could trade back
and get who you want at that point in time. But if you
can't get out and had to stick and pick, I would pick
Jaylon Johnson from Utah at 17 and then I would come
back in the second round at 51 and look at the edge
rushers that would be there at that point in time. I know
some people don't view this guy as an edge rusher, but
I like Marlon Davidson as a bigger end who can also
rush inside. He would be a consideration for me. And
then if you just wanted to get a fastball that could really,
really rush in sub situations, I think Josh Uche is
tremendous, and it's a little different body type, but I
think he's going to get eight-to-ten sacks a year at the
next level. I think he's really good. So that's one of
those ones you just try and make it fit, even though it
doesn't have a perfect scheme fit.
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Q. I'm curious if the Bears were intent on picking a
quarterback, they're drafting twice in the second
round and then not again until the fifth, how would
you go about them if you were them?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Wow. That's a great question.
Picking at 43 and 50, when you look at the
quarterbacks that can kind of be in range there, I think
you're looking at Jacob Eason. I think you're looking at
Jalen Hurts. I think those would be the guys you'd be
choosing from right there. I think Jake Fromm is
probably not a great fit in Chicago. So those would be
the two guys that you'd be trying to sort out and figure
out there.

I look at where they are right now. I look at the
coaching staff and their familiarity with Nick Foles, and
I just think it makes more sense to have that
competition, to see if Trubisky, what he can do under
that type of pressure, and you know what you have in
Nick Foles. I would not use one of those two picks on a
quarterback. If you wanted to trade back at some point
in time and look for a guy in the middle rounds like a
guy like Jake Luton from Oregon State, I'd rather take
somebody like that later on down in the draft and use
those other two picks to try and help your football team
right now. I just don't like the options they're going to
have right there at that point.

Q. How does Iowa State's Steve Wirtel pop up on
draft boards? Such a unique skill set as a long
snapper.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I will be honest with you, I do not
have my long snapping notes in front of me at that
point in time, so I have one week left to finish my long
snapping homework before this draft, but I will gladly
grant you a bonus question if you have one.

Q. Is there anybody at Iowa State that's popped up
on your radar either this year or next year?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Let me go through here. Well,
there's an interesting lineman in Julian Good-Jones
who I was told about late in the process. I did him a
couple weeks ago, the left tackle there, who I think has
some experience at center. I think he'll kick in to center.
He had a rough one against Epenesa in the Iowa
game, but so did most people that went up against that
kid, so I didn't hold that against him. I think when he
moves inside he'll have a chance. He's going to be a
late-round pick or a priority free agent, but he's got a
chance to make a team next year I thought when I
watched him.

Q. I was wondering about wide receivers, not so
much about the guys in this class, but having
worked an evaluation, why is that position so hard
to evaluate? Why are there so many high first-

round busts at that position? And is that as bad
now as it was 10 years ago, or have college
offenses changed? Is it easier to evaluate them
now do you think?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, look, last year was a good
year in terms of a bunch of rookies coming in and
having a lot of success, but if you look over the last
several years, that second- and third-round receiver
group has arguably been better than the first-round
group. The challenge in scouting the position is it's
almost like two different games for college and the NFL
in terms of what routes you're asked to run, which are
very limited at the college level. You watch a college
game on a Saturday, you're going to see a bunch of
slants, hitches and goes. It's very limited in terms of
what they ask them to do, very limited in terms of them
having to read coverage and sight adjust their routes.
They don't see very much press coverage so they don't
have to get off press. Now you're bringing them to the
NFL, you're asking them to get off press coverage,
you're asking them to think on the move and you're
asking them to run a lot of routes they've never run
before. There's a lot of adjustment there, but I think -- I
give the NFL credit. I think the last couple years we're
seeing the NFL be a little smarter with the transition
period for these guys and figuring out ways they can
get them on fly sweeps or bubble screens and just get
the ball in their hands and let them make plays,
simplifying it a little bit while they're young before they
can grow and evolve into everything you want them to
do.

I think we're seeing -- I thought last year was a great
example of the blueprint to get these guys on the field
earlier and prove that track record at the position.

Q. I just wanted to ask what your projection is for
Jacob Eason at this point?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, Jacob Eason, he's a
polarizing player when you talk to people around the
league. I love the arm strength that he has. I love the
flashes. You talk about sometimes just grading the
flashes of a player. If you look at him at his best, there's
a lot to be excited about with the way he throws the
football. He's a really good athlete. It doesn't always
show up when you're studying him in terms of some of
the awareness and the ability to escape, but when they
get him on the move, you can see he can move for
such a big man.

But he's got some bad habits that he's got to clean up
in terms of trying to spin out of pressure. He takes a lot
of bad sacks. He forces throws. He locks on. The touch
is an area that needs to be improved. I finished up the
process, he's my 64th player. I expect him to go
somewhere in the second round. I think if you're patient
with him and you can really work with him and develop
him, he has a tremendous amount of arm talent, and
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there's a lot to work with there, but he's got some areas
he really needs to clean up, and that's why I couldn't
put him any higher.

Q. Obviously you have the three receivers there in
your latest mock going through in a row with
Jeudy, Lamb and Ruggs in that order. Could you
give us a thumbnail scouting report on each of
those guys and why they would go in that order in
terms of lack being the best followed by Jeudy and
Ruggs? Which separates each guy from the other
and what are their strengths and weaknesses?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Well, I think they're
outstanding. It's a 31-flavors receiver group this year.
You can like a lot of them, but it's just different flavors.
It's what you're looking for. I have CeeDee Lamb as my
top guy because of everything he can do. He can line
up outside. He can win versus press coverage with his
physicality. He's unbelievable after the catch. He's the
best after the catch of the receivers in this draft in my
opinion. He can break tackles, he can make you miss,
he's ultra competitive.

I think a lot of people have hit him on the fact that he
played in the Big 12 and that's glorified 7-on-7, but
when you watch him in the games they've played and
they've stepped up in competition against Alabama, he
had eight for a buck-09 and a touchdown and then last
year you saw him against LSU in that game, he had 4
for 119 in that game. I don't buy into the fact that he's a
product of the Big 12. But he's also somebody that can
make plays above the rim. He can go up and get the
ball down in the red zone. The word that I just keep
coming back to him over and over again is just
competitive, competitive, competitive. And that's why I
have him as the top receiver.

Jerry Jeudy, next for me, is the best route runner in the
draft, and that's obviously very important. He does a lot
of his work in the slot. I think that's where he's best
suited at the next level, although he can play outside,
but he wins right now off the line of scrimmage, and he
is unbelievable at the top of his route to get in and out
of the break point. He does have some drops. I think
those are more concentration drops than really
worrying about his hands. But that's an area he needs
to clean up, and he can make you miss. He can make
you miss after the catch. He's obviously got good burst
but not quite as physical after the catch and not quite
as physical at the catch point in terms of going up in
traffic and making plays.

I give CeeDee Lamb a little bit of the edge there.

And then we get to Henry Ruggs. Everybody knows
about the speed, but I think what people lose sight of is
this kid has got natural hands. He has outstanding

hands. He only dropped one ball this year. He attacks
it. He trusts his hands. You think back to some of the
speed receivers we've seen go in the first round that
maybe people thought didn't live up to the billing, you
think about Darrius Heyward-Bey, he couldn't catch in
college. You think Breshad Perriman, his hands were
questionable. Ted Ginn, very inconsistent hands. This
kid has that type of speed but he catches everything,
and he's extremely tough. He's just not as polished of a
route runner as the other two right now, and that's
something I think he can get better at, but it's a little bit
of that is the curse of speed because when you're
moving that fast, it is hard to get in and out of breaks to
gear down. So that's always going to be a little bit of an
issue. But Tyreek Hill has been the comparison for him
and that's the blueprint for how you use him, and I
know a lot of teams are looking for this type of player.

Q. I wanted to ask a question about Bryan
Edwards, wide receiver at South Carolina. What
skills does he possess that make him an NFL wide
receiver, and what teams have you been able to
identify might be looking for that type of skill?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think he's got a skill set,
first of all, that just about every team is going to covet
for what he can do. He's somebody that reminds me a
lot of Godwin, the way he plays, when you watched
Godwin come out of college and see what he's been
able to do at the NFL level with the Tampa Bay Bucs,
but just very physical. Can play inside, can play
outside. You watch the 'Bama game and what he does
on a reverse in that game to a corner should be illegal.

Everybody that I've talked to at South Carolina, and I've
talked to a bunch of their coaches about him, just say
this kid is a pro. He trains like a pro. He handles
himself like a pro. He's been that way since he got
there. He's my 94th player, so that's kind of where I see
him going in this draft. But Allen Robinson and Godwin,
he's got that type of ability. So when you start looking
at teams and say, okay, what teams could use
somebody like that, darned near all of them. If I had to
script the perfect one, it would be Buffalo just because
they have so much skill and speed and kind of smaller
packages with their receiving corps, they don't have a
kid like this. So that would be a fun match to me would
put him in Buffalo.

Q. I wonder if you could ask you about Chase
Claypool and Neville Gallimore. Where do you have
them ranked per chance and where do you expect
them to go on the weekend?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. I'll start with Chase
Claypool. He's my 13th receiver. He's my 72nd overall
player. I have him as a receiver. I know some teams
have already listed him as a tight end and view him as
such. There's an athletic comparison there with him
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and Evan Engram, a very similar profile between those
two players. Obviously Evan Engram has been a tight
end for the Giants. I would give this kid a chance on the
outside. He's got some outstanding 50/50 ball wins
where he can go up and high point the ball. He's
another one that's really tough. He's a little bit tight. He
does have some drops. They don't ask him to run the
full route tree, as we like to say, so he's got to continue
to learn and develop as a complete overall route
runner, but his physicality and size is going to play in
the red zone right away, and he's a phenomenal
special teams player. He's one of the best gunners on
punt in the entire draft. I have him in that range as my
72nd player, but I like him a lot.

And when you look at Gallimore, Gallimore is
somebody that's ultra explosive. The testing numbers,
you see that. He ran 4.79. He's really twitched up. He
can collapse the pocket. He's good at shooting gaps.
He just hasn't been ultra productive. He hasn't been
able to be a consistent finisher to make plays.
Sometimes when you watch him, I see a lot of activity
without productivity. So that's the challenge is figuring
out a way to funnel all this athleticism and turn it into
more production. He's my 65th player, and he's my fifth
defensive tackle in this draft, so that's where I have
him.

Q. I was wondering about the Michigan State guys
in this draft, in particular Kenny Willekes and Cody
White. You've got a couple guys there on either
side of the ball that have upside, kind of where you
see them fitting and their potential and also maybe
a guy like Josiah Scott who came out early.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I'll start with the last one.
I'm a huge Josiah Scott fan. So I have him as the
highest-rated player from the school this year. He's got
seven career picks. He's played outside. I think he's
going to be a day one starting nickel. He's very
instinctive. You see him pattern read. He's fluid. He can
find the ball down the field. He just lost some 50/50
balls due to size on the outside, but I think he's going to
be a really good nickel.

Willekes, I'm a little bit lower on him. He's kind of more
in that fifth-, sixth-round range for me. Just doesn't
have big time get-off, doesn't have big time burst
coming off the edge but he can use that long arm. He
beats up on tight ends, but he's more down the line for
me, and then Lewerke to me, he's a late-round player.
He's a seventh-round free-agent-type player for me.
Although I will say I've talked to some folks around the
league, there's some quarterback coaches that have
really fallen in love with this kid, and I say that in terms
of fourth, fifth round. It would not shock me if he went a
little bit higher than I thought he would.

He's got nice velocity. I just have concern about his
touch and decision making. I thought he held the ball a
little bit too long. That was my concerns with him, but I
would not be surprised if he ended up going a little bit
higher than I have him.

Q. How about the two defensive tackles with
Panasiuk and Williams?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, Williams, I have him, look,
he can collapse the pocket. I thought he got washed by
angle blocks. He's another one that I didn't think had
big time get-off burst. He's got the ability, though, he's
got a nice little trait, the ability to control the wrist and
do some things there with his hand fighting. The other
one, gosh, I don't know if I have notes on the other
one. The next-highest guy I have there, I actually have
Bachie up above those guys. It'll be interesting to see
when he comes off the board. He's a really good player
who's really come up in the process when you talk to
coaches that have met with him during this time of the
year that have been very impressed with his
knowledge, so he's my 129th player. So the way I have
those Michigan State guys, I have Josiah Scott, then
Bachie, then Willekes and then the quarterback and so
-- and then Williams after that, as well. So I'm not as
high on Raequan Williams, and I don't even know if I
can find my notes on the other D-tackle, so I'll have to
go look that one up.

Q. Running backs have been extremely devalued
lately except the great ones. What traits make
Saquon Barkley a top-5 pick?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I mean, first of all, he's a
freak athletically, and then he was involved in the
passing game, and you could see what he could do in
the passing game. You know, drafting a running back
high is going to get a lot of criticism for a lot of folks, but
to me if you're somebody that can be a weapon in the
passing game, as well in the run game, while we can --
I don't know that it would be the smartest thing in the
world to get a second contract with those players.
That's been proven out. I think you can have a nice
five- or six-year run of extreme production, but you'd
better be able to compete and be a difference maker in
the passing game, and Saquon Barkley has that ability.
Not only can he run with power, not only can he hit
some home runs with his speed, he can make you
miss, he can run over you, but also he's somebody
you've got to worry about in the passing game, as well.
You've got to be complete to have value at that position
right now. It's just the way that it is.

Q. A quick follow-up with that, when you're
evaluating a player, especially a quarterback like
Jalen Hurts, does being a winner factor into that
evaluation at all?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, it does for me. I know some
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people poke fun at that and laugh at it, but when you've
done nothing but win your whole life and you've played
well in big moments, that matters to me at that position.
So I just think that's contagious. You've got guys that
understand what that environment looks like, they
understand what it takes in big moments. So yeah,
absolutely that helps the evaluation. It's an easier sell
in the draft room when you have the team
accomplishments to go along with the individual stuff.

Yeah, it matters to me at that position more than any
other, obviously.

Q. What do you see as the strengths and
weaknesses of a couple Penn State guys, Gross-
Matos and Hamler? Where do you project Hamler
going, and are there any other Penn State players
that you like?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Gross-Matos, obviously you
start with the production. He's got really active hands.
He's excellent with his hands. He's outstanding on
loops and stunts and they move him around. He's got a
really good knack and a good feel as a pass rusher. I
didn't see dynamic explosiveness in terms of his twitch,
but he wins off more technique and just the overall feel
and instincts and understanding. Weakness, he'll get
stuck on blocks against the run, he'll get moved around
a little bit, but you're drafting him to rush the
quarterback.

With Hamler, start with his speed. I mean, that jumps
off the screen when you watch him. The Michigan
game was basically just a highlight show. I'm still upset
with him for what he did to App State when he played
against my alma mater a couple years ago in that
game, but he's somebody you can pitch him the ball on
a fly sweep, you can get him the ball over the top of
coverage. There's a lot of different things you can do
with him. The down side, he's not big. He's under 5'9",
he's under 180 pounds. That's a challenge, and then
just the drops. He's another one that's got some
concentration drops. He's got to find a way to clean
that up a little bit. Lack of size, not being totally healthy
and the drops I think push him down a little bit lower
than where he should go. He's my 57th player. Starting
into the process he was much higher than that. I think
somebody has got a chance to get a steal with this kid
if he shows up healthy.

Q. Any other Penn State players that you like lower
in the draft?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I'm actually a big fan of John
Reid, John Reid is a top-100 player for me. He's my
99th guy. He's got production. He's another one with
the versatility to play inside and out. The Ohio State
game was a little bit tough going up against Chris
Olave, they're talented wide receiver, got him, but he's

one that's going to be a good nickel player at the next
level.

Cam Brown, I thought might run a little bit better than
he did. He ran 4.72 and he's a unique player because
he's so tall and so skinny but he's got a great trait, the
ability to cover tight ends. That's what he does really
well, so I think he kind of factors in as a mid-to-late-
round guy who's going to be a good special teams
player and get a chance to play in sub situations.

And then Windsor is kind of a bull in a China shop in
there as a defensive tackle. Real strong against the
run, real heavy in there at the point of attack, plays with
great effort. He's just on the ground a little bit too much
for me. He was a late-round free agent for me.

Q. It seems like you ask four different scouts and
evaluators who the top offensive tackle is and you
get four different answers. I was wondering if you
could go through them and rank them in your
mind. I know you get Wills and Wirfs for the Giants.
That's probably what you project is their opinion,
not necessarily yours, and to follow up on that, is it
strange to have four so tightly packed in terms of
their evaluation?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Good question. The way I see it, I
have it as -- we've been saying the big four. I have
three guys up there and then I have a little bit of a gap.
I'll give you the numbers. So Becton is my seventh
player overall, Wills is my tenth. I view that as kind of
the top tier for me, those two guys. Then I think right
behind him is Wirfs, he's my 13th player, and then
Andrew Thomas is my 18th player. So I have four top-
20 guys in my opinion, but I think there's a little bit of
separation between those top three and then Andrew
Thomas. But Becton is my top player. God didn't make
many like this. I mean, he is the definition of a freak. To
be that big and to still be able to move the way he does
is incredible, and he dominates in the run game and
the pass game, even though he's still working through
some things technically, he's so big and so long you
can't get through him and you can't get around him,
and I've had a chance to see some of the training stuff
he's been doing down there. He's training with one of
the best offensive line guys in the country with Duke
Manyweather and the job he does out of Dallas, and
you can see that in the video, just this kid getting more
and more comfortable and getting better and better.

I think Jedrick Wills on day one, the first day of
practice, is going to be ahead of Becton, but I think
Becton, the upside is what puts him over the top for
me. So he's my top guy.

Jedrick Wills is just a natural knee-bender who's very
explosive. He can get himself in bad positions and find
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ways to recover with his athleticism. He played the right
tackle spot there at Alabama. You've got a left-handed
quarterback so that makes sense, put your best guy
over there. I think he's got left tackle ability. I think he
can kick over there no problem, and he's somebody in
the run game that can uproot players. Again, just very
explosive, very athletic player who I think he's a top-10
pick in just about any year in my opinion.

Tristan Wirfs, when I first watched him, I thought he
was going to be a guard, just because he has some
issues oversetting. He got beat on a bunch of up-and-
under moves which worried me and concerned me a
little bit, but I thought he got better as the year went
along. And then obviously the show that he put on at
the combine, you see the athleticism there, and you
say, okay, I know this guy is -- he's got the ability to
play better at tackle. That's where I moved him back
out, kept him at tackle. He's somebody that can really
move people in the run game. But he's just got to be a
little bit more patient in pass protection and continue to
work in developing that area, but again, he's somebody
with tremendous upside.

Andrew Thomas, he's just a big, powerful run blocker.
He creates a lot of movement when he gets his hands
on you. He can really move you. He uproots guys, but I
thought he was more of a one-track player. He
struggled to adjust a little bit in space and pass
protection. If he can get out in front of you and stay
square, he's fine. I did not see that elite level of foot
quickness, and I thought when he sees some of the
better speed rushers in the NFL, that could give him a
little bit of trouble, so that's why I had him as the fourth
guy.

Q. This dovetails a little bit into the Saquon Barkley
question earlier, but I'm wondering if you could
speak to the value of versatility nowadays as
opposed to some years ago with guys like
Simmons and McKinney. They're multiple, and is
this kind of a reaction to the up-tempo offenses?
What do you think plays into this evolution of the
versatility being so valued nowadays?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, it's never been more
important. We use the phrase in scouting, we talk
about position-less players, and that's where it's
headed, where you're not going to be labeling these
guys anymore as an offense -- some of these guys are
receiver or running back, no, they're offensive
weapons. I watched Austin Ekeler every week with the
Chargers calling those games and you see what he
does as a receiver. We've seen obviously Christian
McCaffrey and what those guys do. Deebo Samuel,
who's a wide receiver who can also play running back,
that's where the value is and defensively, you've got to
find a way to match up with those. You see guys like

Derwin James, you see what we see here with Isaiah
Simmons where it allows you to keep your guys on the
field and not get manipulated where they can sub and
get you in a look, and once they get you in a look
they're going to crank the tempo and they're going to
isolate the guy that's out of position and go at him.
Well, when you've got players with versatility they have
that ability to be able to cover at tight end but yet
somebody that can also hold up at the point of attack if
you want to try and run it down their throats, somebody
that can cover in the slot, somebody who can drop
back and play the deep pass, it allows you to disguise
your looks defensively, allows you to confuse
quarterbacks and allows you to match up with the
athletes you're going to see. Those guys have never
been more valuable, and one of the conversations that
I've had over the last few years and really even more
so this year is with the linebackers, it doesn't matter if
you are an unbelievably instinctive player and you're
tough and you're physical. If you cannot run, they can't
hide you anymore. You're going to get exposed.

At that position you just have to lean towards
athleticism. You sacrifice some size for a guy like
Patrick Queen because he can run and cover backs all
day long. You can blitz him, he can make plays sideline
to sideline. Same with Kenneth Murray. That's why
those guys are at a premium when you get those
linebackers that can really run and make plays.

Q. I've seen a lot of people take defensive linemen,
tackles, cornerbacks in the first round for the
Titans. You took a receiver. What do you like about
Brandon Aiyuk here. If they go receiver, he's
maybe around at 61 that could fill another need.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Well, I love Brandon Aiyuk.
He's my fifth receiver and he is so sudden and so
quick. I know the 40 times says 4.50, he plays a lot
faster than that, and he's got -- one of the things that's
unique about him, he's got rare length. He is really
long. So you get somebody that can make plays in
traffic with his toughness, he's phenomenal after the
catch. He can help you in the return game, as well.
He's really good in that department. So just getting the
ball in his hands and let him go and let him make plays.
But if you wanted a receiver there in the second round I
think is what you said, 61, pick 61, I think he could go
in the first --

Q. I'm thinking maybe if you do go receiver in the
first round, who maybe is there at 61 that would fill
another need maybe at defensive line, tackle or
corner.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Yeah, you look at some of
those other positions that they're looking at there with
D-tackle and corner, at pick 61 -- let me give you a
couple guys here. At pick 61, that's about the range for
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guys like Neville Gallimore, it's about the range for
Elliott from Missouri, Lynch from Baylor. That's kind of
that group you'd be looking at there at the defensive
tackle position. At the corner spot, I really like
Robinson, Reggie Robinson from Tulsa. I think he's a
great player. Igbinoghene from Auburn is a tough one
because he's got the athletic ability and the toughness
that you love, he's just really struggled to play the
football and hasn't made many plays. He's got first-
round athleticism and he's got late-round production.
So trying to sort him out is a tricky one. But I think he
kind of factors in right around that range as a player.

Damon Arnette from Ohio State, he's my 59th player.
So he would be somebody that could be in the mix
there at that point in time. Real physical, really tough,
can find and play the ball, short-area quickness is
outstanding. He's aggressive against the run. He's just
a little bit tight, a little bit rigid and didn't run as fast, ran
4.56. I think he's another one that's right about that
time for him in the draft, as well.

Q. Last year Joejuan Williams was kind of a late
riser it seemed like in this process. Is there a player
like that who you see right now who might be just
starting to get on the radar as a first- or second-
round prospect sort of late in the process?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, there's several, and I look
at some of these linebackers that have caught a lot of
buzz here coming down the stretch. Willie Gay is
fascinating out of Mississippi State. He was a five-star
recruit. Obviously you could see it at the combine just
how athletic and explosive he is. He ran in the mid
4.4s. Did not start a game this year at Mississippi
State. Got in some trouble, got suspended a little bit for
some academic things but when teams met with him
they were comfortable with him, he presented well, and
he's somebody that could find his way into the second
round, and it wouldn't shock me if he get up into the
second round of this draft. That's one that's caught
some fire late in the process.

I really like Jordyn Brooks from Texas Tech, and he's
my 51st player, but if somebody decided to take him
late in the first round or at the very beginning of the
second round, I wouldn't hate that pick. He's just a
really good football player who's got tremendous range.
So those guys are guys that have kind of popped up
late.

There's one that's not going to go in the first couple
rounds that is a fascinating player who I think has got a
chance to maybe go in the third round, more than likely
in the fourth round, and that's Sneed from the
Louisiana Tech, L'Jarius Sneed. He's got a teammate
Amik Robertson who's one of my favorite players in the
draft, a corner, who everybody has been talking about
for a long time as an undersized player who has just

got tons of production. But Sneed was a safety that
moved -- or a corner that moved to safety this past
year, and wasn't great at safety. I did not love him at
safety. Well, he goes back to corner at the all-star
game he played in, the NFLPA game, had a great week
there from talking to some folks, had a chance to see
him move around and all of a sudden you've got a guy
that's a 6-foot corner who runs in the mid 4.3s, I think
teams are saying, okay, that's his spot, he's not a
safety, he's a corner, and he's actually got some
toughness to him, as well.

I ended up putting him as like my 120th player and I
don't think anybody was talking about him before the
combine and as teams have gone back and done their
work on him as a corner, his stock is definitely on the
climb.

Q. Is there a player that stands out to you at No. 23
for the Patriots in this draft?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: For me it's A.J. Epenesa. I went
back and I've posted some of it, but I went back and
looked at a lot of the notes that I had been given when
I was with the Baltimore Ravens from one of our scouts
who had been with Coach Belichick, and it was a
presentation from 1991 on what Coach values at every
position, and when it talked about edge rushers, it
talked about his preference for size over speed out
there and guys that can hold the point of attack in the
run game and they can collapse the pocket, they're
power players, and that to me, if you're drawing up a
description of A.J. Epenesa that's who they were
looking for. Now, that was 1991, a long time ago, but
those Patriot defenses all seem to feature this type of a
player, and then you add in to the fact that he played
for Kirk Ferentz and Kirk Ferentz having a relationship
with Coach Belichick, all this seemed like this guy was
meant to be a New England Patriot. It just makes too
much sense.

Q. I have a Jets question but not about a prospect.
Obviously you have a background with Joe
Douglas, so I am wondering what type of
characteristics do you think you'll see from a Joe
Douglas draft, and what are some of the biggest
challenges he'll face taking over this Jets roster?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I mean, the challenge is, I'll
start there, is that you don't have a lot of blue-chip
players at the important positions. Now, I do believe
you have one at the quarterback position in Sam
Darnold, but when you look at the premier positions,
you talk about edge rusher, corner, left tackle, there
was not -- there weren't a lot of blue-chip players in
those position rooms when he got there.

Now, in free agency he did a good job of just kind of
spreading the resources around just to make sure that
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they can line up and play, and they've got some up
upgrades there along that offensive line, and the
defense is in pretty good shape overall.

Now they've got to find ways to score points, and they
just couldn't do it last year. When you're 32nd in
scoring and 31st on 3rd down, I don't know how they
won seven games. You give the defense all the credit in
the world. They've got to go about getting that fixed,
and that starts with getting much better up front, and
then it gets to -- you've got to give Sam Darnold some
weapons, and that's going to be -- I would imagine it's
going to be high on the priority list with this draft.

You know, Joe has always valued toughness. He's
always valued really, really highly competitive players.
So that's why it'll be fascinating to see what they end
up doing in this draft. They have an opportunity at 11 in
front of them where do you want to finish the run on
tackles or do you want to begin the run on wide
receivers, or do you want to trade down. So that's kind
of the decision that they'll have to make there. So we'll
see how they go about doing that.

I am excited, though, to see not just what they do at 11,
but when you look at having two third-round picks,
that's where I'm excited. I think they can get a starter
on the interior of the offensive line with one of those,
and I think they can get a starter at wide receiver with
the other pick. So Joe is going to do very well in the
middle rounds of this draft. That's where the speed
spot is, and I would not be shocked if either at 11 or 48
he traded down to get even more picks in that third,
fourth-round range because they can really upgrade
their roster in this draft at that point in time.

Q. The Ravens have six picks between the second
and fourth round and could obviously be looking at
wide receiver and edge rusher during those
rounds. I just wanted to see if you thought -- which
guys you thought at both edge rusher and wide
receiver between rounds 2 and 4 might be available
to the Ravens and what they might be looking for?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. You know, the edge
rushers, yeah, you're looking, again, I mentioned
Marlon Davidson a little bit earlier. I should probably
specify on that. He got up to about 300 pounds at the
combine and at his pro day and was kind of embracing
playing inside, but I know there are teams who, like
myself, would like him to go back to what he played at
which is about 285 or a little bit lower than that and line
up on the end because he did a really good job out
there, and I think that could be the plan if he were to go
to Baltimore, he could fill that role.

But another guy, you start looking in the third-round
type range, I think that's where you see like a Bradlee

Anae from Utah come off the board, Darrell Taylor is an
interesting player from Tennessee who's coming off
injury but if you go back and watch him in 2018, he's a
fun player. He's explosive. He can really knock people
off the ball. He's got a high ceiling.

That could be a nice kind of a bonus pick when you've
got some extra picks there.

Jonathan Greenard from Florida would be another one
we talked about a little bit earlier who has a really good
natural feel as a rusher and can bend at the top and do
some things there, and then you've got the two Notre
Dame kids, Okwara and Khalid Kareem who are in that
kind of fourth-round range where the Baltimore Ravens
have two picks, so those guys could factor in there.

At the receiver position, there's a zillion of them. In
terms of who would fit with them, I would love to see
Tee Higgins in Baltimore, just to kind of complement
what they have. I talked about last year this team
building a track team around Lamar Jackson and they
did a great job of that with Hollywood Brown, and
they've got some tremendous speed. But to get some
more size to go along with that at pick 55 or 60, if
somehow Tee Higgins were still there, that would be a
fun one. I think Laviska Shenault would be a
fascinating player to plug into that offense because of
his ability to run the football as well as catch it. If he
was healthy going into the spring I think you'd see him
more talked about, but unfortunately just did not run as
fast as we all thought and then we found out he was
hurt, so that kind of made a little more sense. But I
think he's in that second-round range and somebody
who again you could line him up in the backfield and
you could get very creative, which Greg Roman loves
to do, so he'd be a fun player to plug into that offense.

Q. I don't know if you've had a mock draft after you
had Murray as your pick for the Eagles at 21. The
question is kind of twofold and then I'll have a
question about the wide receivers. The Eagles have
not taken a linebacker in the first round since 1979.
You probably know as well as anybody. Why would
you think -- and I think it comes down to value on a
team and money you pay them. You would know
better than I. Why do you think -- and I don't know
if that's still the spot you have for the Eagles. Why
do you think they would have taken a linebacker or
would take a linebacker?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. I appreciate that.
Everybody in Philadelphia seemed to love that pick.
They all really were clamoring for a linebacker over a
receiver. Not so much. I'm a huge fan of Kenneth
Murray, and I understand -- I know -- obviously I
worked there, I know the history and what they
traditionally do. I just know when I look inside that
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division and I've got to play Ezekiel Elliott twice a year
and I've got to play Saquon Barkley twice a year, I'd
like to have a guy like Kenneth Murray to match up
against those players, and they do not have that player
on their roster right now.

I also know that from Joe Douglas being there with
Howie and now with Andy Weidl being there with
Howie, those guys came from the same place I came
from in Baltimore, and we saw what a linebacker can
do with Ray Lewis and the impact he can have on a
football team. That's another side of it. I would also say
if you're looking at high batting average picks, when
you look at some of the linebackers that we've seen go
in the first round over the last several years, they've all
been impact players. We saw it with Devin Bush last
year with the Steelers. We saw it with Devin White last
year with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, we've seen it
with Vander Esch what he's done with the Cowboys
while he's been out there, these guys have all played at
a high level and been very impactful, and Jim Schwartz
with what he wants to do and asking some of those
guys to be able to run and cover, I think he's a great
pick, and I also think with Murray, you're talking about
off-the-charts intangibles with intelligence and just a
high, high character individual who's a phenomenal
leader. He started at Oklahoma as a freshman. This
kid is made of the right stuff, and I think in a year where
you don't have all the information on all these players
and there can be more risk involved, I don't know that it
gets much safer than him.

Q. You like him a lot more or a little more than
Queen?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: So I say all that and how much I
love Murray, I love Queen even more. I know when it's
all said and done, I know it's probably more likely
Murray is going to go ahead of Queen because he's
bigger, and I think there's more teams around the
league that have Murray over Queen. I think Queen is a
little bit more instinctive, so that's why I have Queen
over him. They're both top-20 players for me. I have
Queen in my final ranking as my 15th player, and I
have Kenneth Murray as my 17th player. I think they're
both outstanding. But I think when you look at both
those guys being there, I think the size will be coveted
a little bit more by a team like the Eagles.

Q. And the reason that Philadelphia is like that so
much is we got tired of talking about wide
receivers, but I have one question about a wide
receiver. Is it Brooks that works with you had
Ruggs going at 21. I think we both know he's not
going to get to 21. I'm not the expert, you are, but
can Jefferson move to the outside and play more
than just the slot?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think he can. He was almost

primarily in the slot this year, but when I look at his size
and his skill set, I think he can, and especially down in
the red zone. I think he had like, what, 12 red-zone
touchdowns this year? So that to me speaks to his
ability to hang on the outside and compete out there.
He ran 4.43. That's just not somebody you would say is
quicker than fast. This guy is legitimately fast. I think
his best spot is in the slot, but I think he's fully capable
of playing outside, and I don't believe we'll see Henry
Ruggs be there at that point in time, but it's the draft;
prepare to be surprised.

Q. Reports came out yesterday that the Falcons
could be a team looking to trade up in the first
round. If they do make a move up from 16, who are
some players that you think they could be looking
to target?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I feel like they've been trying
to find an edge rusher forever, so what the heck, let's
go up and just trade for Chase Young. How high do you
got to go? That would be fun.

But no, I mean, I think you're looking for impact
defensive players, and we kicked this around the other
day on Path to the Draft, but to me the four players who
made sense were you trade up for Okudah to give you
a premier corner, you trade up Henderson, you
wouldn't have to go up as far but you'd probably have
to go up a little bit to get him for those top two corners,
or if Derrick Brown or Kinlaw started to drop a little bit,
you could go up in range and get them. And then the
more that I thought about it, I thought, wait a second,
sometimes we see these off-the-ball linebackers drift a
little bit further than they should in terms of where they
were rated, and Isaiah Simmons is the third-best player
in the draft, but if he were to start getting down into
range where you had the ammunition there in Atlanta
and you wanted to good up and get him, man, that
would be fun to plug him into that defense and that
scheme and let him run around. When you're in a
division like they are and you've got to see Camarra,
and you've got to see Christian McCaffrey, having a
guy like Isaiah Simmons can kind of help erase some
of that. So that would be fun to see him get plugged in
there and play next to Deion Jones. That would be a lot
of speed out there. But let's go for it, though, forget all
that, let's just go all the way up and get Chase Young.

Q. You see you had the Cowboys picking Chaisson
in your mock draft, but if Chaisson and Henderson
aren't on the board, who do you see them taking,
and also what about those safeties? Are they
second-round options? Why have they all dropped
out the first round?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think when you look at
McKinney, he's still the best safety, did not run as well
as you would have hoped, and they play him a lot more
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down close to the line of scrimmage. I have a big grade
on him. I like him, but I think there's a chance he could
drift a little bit, and I think teams are saying they kind of
like this next wave of safeties that would be there, so if
you passed on one in the first round, you come back
and I think there's a thought that Delpit, Jeremy Chinn,
Antoine Winfield, Kyle Dugger, Ashtyn Davis, there's
some depth there, so I think that could cause that run
to happen more so in the second round.

When it comes to the decision on the corner versus the
edge rusher, that would be a fascinating one,
depending on what they are able to get out of Aldon
Smith, if they think they can get something out of him,
maybe that would push him more to the corner. That
would be a fascinating decision for them to make.

In terms of how I have him rated, I have CJ Henderson
as my 22nd player and I have Chaisson as my 25th
player. So if I have needs at both those positions, if
you're asking what I would do, I would take CJ
Henderson and go from there, but I think either one of
those players would be plug and play and a great fit.

Q. On the TCU guys, three, maybe four could go in
the first two rounds. Could you talk about Reagor,
Blacklock and Jeff Gladney and their chances of
going high?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Blacklock is fun, man. He's
one of my favorite players to watch. He ended up being
my 19th player. Very dynamic. He just jolts people
when he hits them with his hands. I think if he never
had an injury before we'd be talking about him -- he'd
be on the scene more, on the college football world,
we'd have been talking about him a lot more, but again,
I think he's a top-20 player. He's a No. 3 defensive
tackle for me. I think he's got a chance to be a really,
really good pro.

Jeff Gladney, moved him up a little bit. He's my 42nd
player, he's my sixth corner. Reminds me of Denzel
Ward. He's just quick and feisty. He's very, very fluid.
He'll throw his face in there as a tackler. He's tough. If
he was a little bit taller I think he'd be a slam-dunk first
rounder and I still think there is a chance he is a first
rounder. He's such a good player.

Jalen Reagor, he was challenging to study because the
quarterback play was not very good and then he had
some drops this year, the production is not where you'd
want it, but man, you can see him move and he's
explosive, he's a fluid athlete. He'll go up and make
some big-time catches, contested catches, play above
the rim. But then he just has a ton of drops.

So he's got to sort the drops. He's gifted as a returner
but then he's got a bunch of muffed punts. He's kind of
a glass half full, glass half empty when you talk to

people around the league. There's some people that
really like him and some people that are down on him.
I'm kind of somewhere in the middle. He's my 56th
player but he's my 10th receiver and I know some
teams that think he's the fifth receiver. It wouldn't be
stunning to see him find his way either into the back of
one or very early in round No. 2. So they have a good
group there at TCU.

And Lucas Niang is a very talented tackle who people
are a little bit concerned with medically, so you've got
to answer the medical question there, but he's a
talented player.

Q. Stunning that TCU has all this talent and their
record was so bad this year?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I haven't done a deep dive
on the rest of their roster but this is a pretty good group
they've got coming out this year, so I'm hoping they've
got some guys that can replace all these guys, but
yeah, I don't know where the wins went.

Q. I was wondering where you have a guy like
Utah's Leki Fotu falling, what his stock is like given
some teams are going with more run-heavy attacks
now.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, he's a good player. He's my
ninth defensive tackle. He's my 96th player. So you
kind of know where that puts him. But for a team -- you
want somebody to stop the run, that's him. I mean, he
is massive. He pushes guards back. He resets the line
of scrimmage. You'll see him grab and toss blockers.
He doesn't get moved. He just does not get moved
backwards in the run game.

Unfortunately in the pass game, he's still just got a
ways to go. He's just not very instinctive or natural yet.
He struggles to find the football at times. But one thing
about him, he might not always win the war but he's
going to win the battle because he's going to beat up
the guy that's in front of him every single time, it's just a
matter of can you relay that into more production.
That's going to be his challenge. But yeah, that's where
I have him. I have him as the 96th player, so he's a top-
100 guy for me.

Q. With regard to the Patriots, is there one thing
that you would feel confident about predicting
when it comes to them in the draft this year?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Quite honestly, no. They're
always tough to get a read on. I would just say that the
one thing I would be confident in is they have a bunch
of extra picks like in the third and the fifth and the sixth
rounds I should say, and I'd be very confident they will
spin off some of this excess for picks next year
because they seem to do that on a yearly basis. But in
terms of what direction they'll go with players, yeah, to
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say they keep things close to the vest would be an
understatement.

Q. How much would it take for you if you were the
Redskins at 2 to move down to say Miami at 5?
Would it require all three of those first-round picks,
or would you be willing to do say two firsts and
maybe a combination of seconds being that the
Redskins don't have a second currently?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I mean, I can -- if you want
to do the math here we can do it real quick, so the
second pick is 2,600 points, so then the fifth pick is
1,700 points. So you've got to come up with 900 points
out of that thing. So you're going to get -- let's see.
Let's go pick 18. Pick 18 is 900 points. If you're just
going off the chart, that would be the chart. If I'm the
Redskins and they wanted to give me 5 and 18, that's
what it says it should be, so if you want to make them
play -- if you want to make them pay a premium
because you're sitting on such a big-time player, the
best player in the draft in Chase Young, I would guess
you could say give me 5 and 18 and maybe you try and
squeeze the Dolphins for one of their twos, 39 or 56.
But man, the Dolphins, that would be an expensive
move for them.

Q. Seems like there's a lot of national media love
for two, I even saw Louis Riddick talk yesterday
about how there was a talent gap between him and
Herbert, which I don't agree about, but I want to get
your thoughts on that and where you think those
two guys are going to be picked. And secondly we
heard a couple rumors about the Saints maybe
trying to move up or maybe not to try and get a
quarterback. Even Kamara's name has been
mentioned because this is the last year of his
rookie contract, possibly trading him, he's going to
become very expensive next year, so I want to get
your thoughts on those questions?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure, first of all, with Kamara, for
Drew Brees to come back when there was a lot of
thought that he was going to hang it up, to have him
come back and not have Alvin Kamara would not make
a lot of sense to me. This seems like it's an all-in, let's
try and win one this year, and that's why I struggle with
-- even at 24, if Jordan Love, who I would love to see
Sean Payton get a chance to develop and work with,
with all of his talent, would you take him there or would
you try and get somebody that can help you try and
make a run at the Super Bowl this year. That would be
a fascinating dilemma for them there.

What was the other part of your question there?

Q. About --
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Oh, Tua and Herbert. Yeah, with
Tua and Herbert, I think there is a gap between them. I

think Tua is a more instinctive natural player. He's got
better instincts. He's just got a better feel. I think he's
got better touch and accuracy. He can layer the ball a
little bit better. I think he's more urgent and sudden in
terms of working through progressions. I think
obviously Herbert is bigger and stronger. Herbert in my
opinion is actually a better athlete. I don't think people
understand that as much, but he's a really good
athlete. And he's obviously durable, or has been
durable recently.

You've got that advantage going for you if you're
Herbert.

But I think Tua -- when everything is dialed up the way
it's supposed to be dialed up, I think they're
comparable. I just think when something doesn't go as
expected, I think Tua has got a little bit more of a
playmaker gene than Herbert does. But look, I think it's
going to come down to getting in the right situation and
the right surrounding for both those kids.

Q. Do you take into consideration who they play
against and who they play with, because Tua, as
you know, most of the time Alabama plays with
such a stacked advantage over another team,
which Oregon may not have as much, so I just
wonder if you take that into consideration.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Absolutely. It works both ways
because I think the SEC, the defenses you're going to
see in the SEC in a week in, week out basis are better
than what you're going to see in the Pac-12, but
Herbert has had some good crossover games,
obviously played Auburn this year. But I didn't think in
those bigger-stage moments, I thought Herbert was
solid but I never thought he dominated those football
games against better teams.

Now, it is tricky to evaluate both Joe Burrow and Tua
because of the amount of talent that they have around
them, so the way I did it is I went back and I watched
them against the best teams they played against, and
then I went and fortunately with the video that we have
now, I'm able to sort it, and I watched all their snaps
under pressure, and when you do that, there's a
decided difference between Joe Burrow and everybody
else in the whole draft. He was phenomenal when he
was under pressure and he was phenomenal when
they were playing against teams with similar talent.

Tua was good, and I think there was still another little
drop below him where Herbert was. That to me is how I
try and sort through that stuff. That's the cool thing
about technology and the video that we have now is I
get to use what the teams use. You can sort those
throws and find out when they've got pressure on them
and just watch those in a cut-up. It's very helpful.
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Q. Looking at the Chargers, I think they've been
pretty good at quarterback since 2000, Drew Brees
and Philip. Of the guys that might be there at 6,
let's discount Joe Burrow, do you see anyone as
attractive as those guys when they came out? I
don't know if you were old enough to even be
drafting when John Butler took Drew Brees.
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I was in my apartment in El
Cajon right out of college when Drew Brees got picked
and I remember we were moving furniture -- I think we
were moving into the apartment. So I was moving
furniture that day and the first thing I did was set up my
TV to see who the Chargers were going to take, so I
was not working with the team at that point in time. But
my first year in scouting was the Philip Rivers draft, so I
remember that one, and obviously they've had
tremendous stability there.

In terms of how do these guys stack up with Philip, I
would say with Tua, not nearly as big, but I would say in
terms of grade, I would say there's some similarity
there in terms of playing the game with really, really
good eyes, very accurate, good decision makers,
poise, touch throwers. I think Philip coming out had a
little bit stronger arm and Tua moves around a little bit
better. But I don't think that's a terribly far-fetched
comparison there in terms of just talent.

And then with Herbert, I would just say Philip was just a
more natural -- even though it's an unnatural motion,
he was naturally gifted with layering the ball, throwing
with touch, anticipation. I think Philip was a little bit
ahead there. And then Jordan Love, Jordan Love has
more physical tools than Philip does just with the ability
to make so many incredible throws with extreme
velocity from all different platforms and falling away and
arm angles but nowhere near as consistent or as
accurate as Philip.

That's who I can compare them to with Philip. I say that
having seen so much of Philip over the years, but that
year to be totally honest, I was on the staff there in
Baltimore but I was not assigned to watch him. So I just
sat in the room and listened to the reports that year.

Q. My follow-up on Love is if you were a GM, how
concerning would the marijuana violation be to
you?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I mean, I don't think it's the
marijuana violation itself. I think it's the fact that it was
the week of the bowl game, which was just a poor
decision all the way around, and the timing of it was not
good. So it definitely matters. You've got to have that
discussion with him. But I also have to factor in where
we are as a country and where we are as a league in
terms of how we're dealing with this now with the new

collective bargaining agreement. It's a whole new era in
how you deal with things like this, and if it had
happened in the middle of the summer, I don't think it
would be any big deal at all. I think it was just a little
concerning of when it happened with the big game on
the horizon there.

I don't think at the end of the day it's going to move him
one spot either way. I don't think it'll have much of an
impact, but it's a topic that would get brought up with
him in the interviews.

Q. In your latest mock draft, the 49ers at 13,
availability aside, if you could pin any of your top
receivers to the 49ers, who do you see as the best
fit in regards to a Kyle Shanahan style offense?
Would it still be Ruggs or is there another player
who would be an ideal or dreamy fit?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, for me he's the dreamy fit. I
want to see it. Just as a football fan, I want to see what
Kyle Shanahan could do with Ruggs, with his speed,
with his toughness with the ball in his hands. I just
envision the stretch bootleg that they like to run there
and having Ruggs running those deep over routes and
watching people try and run with that dude. No chance.
And I think Kyle Shanahan got a front row seat to see
what the speed looked like in the Super Bowl with
Tyreek Hill on the biggest play of the season. It cost
them a Super Bowl ring, and that speed was the
difference.

I think they'll know what that value is, and I would love
to see what he can do with him creatively. Man, it
would be a lot of fun.

But don't get me wrong, those other top three
receivers, and I would throw Justin Jefferson even in
there, although 13 might be a little bit early, but any of
the top four receivers in a Kyle Shanahan offense are
going to be extremely productive. They're great players.

Q. Really brief follow-up, given the depth at the
receiver position in the draft, we have a possibility
the 49ers could take a different route. Where do
you rank the needs when you look at the losses of
guys like Emmanuel Sanders, DeForest Buckner
and then in the future of guys like Joe Staley and
Richard Sherman?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I would look at it, to me I
just wrote down wide receiver first, corner, and I would
put tackle would probably be the order that I would go
there. You know, Joe Staley, hopefully they'll have more
information than we will on that to know what his plans
are and how much longer he wants to do this because
he's still playing at a very high level, but you'd like to
know what the game plan there is going forward. That
could determine whether or not that need goes up if he
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said that that was going to be it.

Those would be the positions I would try and focus on,
and really I think when you look at the corner position,
just getting some more speed, getting some more
speed, getting younger, getting more athletic there
would be an area I'm sure they will address at some
point in time.

I think I mentioned earlier if they pick at both of these
spots, if they pick at 13 and 31, I will be shocked. I fully
expect them to trade back with one of those picks and
try and recover some of those mid-round picks they
don't possess.

Q. One kind of big-picture question just with
analytics community kind of ascendant in the NFL,
do you see that maybe coinciding with the
devaluing of running backs on some teams' draft
boards over the next couple years?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: I think that's real. I think that's
been a topic of conversation for a while now, that I think
as most teams have a robust analytics department
now, they are showing them the value of the positions
and showing them where you can get quality starters
you can win with and not using valuable resources at
certain positions, and then fortunately for running
backs that's kind of been at the top of that list.

That has an impact, no doubt. I'm curious to see how
this draft goes and how it's looked back on five years
from now because there's going to be less analytic
impact on this draft than any one we've seen over the
last handful of years because we don't have all the
numbers. A lot of these kids, I think I had 11 of my top
50 players did not run at the combine, so you're not
going to have some of those data points, you're not
going to have the pro day data points. A lot of the data
that had been pulled together to make some
suggestions and decisions for a lot of teams, they don't
have all that data. It's more of a tape draft.

So when you look back on this five years from now, will
we find out that it was beneficial that they just went off
the tape, or are they going to look back and say, man,
you can see the holes in the data and that's why we
had such a horrible hit rate in this draft. I think it's going
to be fascinating to look back on in five years.

Q. And then just on the other side of the ball for the
Ravens, Wink Martindale asks so many different
things of his edge rushers and outside linebackers
and the top three that have been linked to them are
Baun, Epenesa and Gross-Matos. With those guys
having assets in some areas but limitations in
others, like Baun being limited in run defense,
Gross-Matos not having a whole lot of experience

in coverage, same thing with Epenesa, do you
think either of those guys fits what the Ravens
could possibly do at 28 better than the others?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, and I think with somebody
like Baun, I don't think you're going to ask him to hold
up on the edge on 1st down. I think you play him off the
ball, you could stack him inside. I don't know that he'll
be ready to do that right away, but I think that's
something you could develop with him and then let him
rush off the edge on 3rd down or in passing situations.
You can obviously -- Wink likes to bring guys from
different areas so you could always rush him from
inside as a blitzer, as well, from off the ball.

It's not a clean fit where he's just going to line up on
the edge every down, but I think the creativity they've
always had in the organization, they could figure out a
way to maximize that with him. I don't know that A.J.
Epenesa, I don't know that I want him going in reverse
and dropping into coverage. I just don't think that's
going to be where he's very comfortable. He would be
one where I would say set the edge on early downs
and then you could let him rush some inside, as well.
So that's where his versatility comes in.

And then Marlon Davidson is another one where I don't
think you want Marlon Davidson dropping into the flat
and trying to pick up Nick Chubb. I don't think that's
what you're drafting him to do.

Q. Wondering what you make of a couple
Canadians not named Chase Claypool or Neville
Gallimore. That's Ohio U quarterback Nathan
Rourke and then that University of Montreal safety
who had that lights-out pro day before the world
shut down, Marc-Antoine Dequoy?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, Marc-Antoine Dequoy, I
believe I saw him at the East-West game. He's
somebody I have here, the problem with him, he's 25
years old, so that's going to hurt him a little bit. But he
has a 6'6" 5.3 column, which is pretty freaky. He's a
cornerback, projected safety. He's got some production
there. I've just seen highlight clips with him, so I haven't
had a chance to -- I couldn't get any other film other
than that. But the fact that he's 25 years old, he's raw, I
would think you're talking about him as a late-round
player, and I did not -- I was not given the Ohio
quarterback, so I have not done the Ohio quarterback
at this point in time. I wish I could help you there.

Q. As one who's I'm sure spent countless hours
with Mike Mayock in terms of analyzing and
predicting and talking about players, I'm curious as
to between last year's draft, this year's free agency,
where do you see his imprint on the organization?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I think he's gotten a lot of
players that have the qualities that he's really preached
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over the years. When I've had conversations with him
since I've worked with him -- gosh, I guess we worked
seven years together and been really close friends,
he's always talked about guys with traits but guys that
played really, really hard, and you see Maxx Crosby,
he's got the traits, he's got the size and the length, so
you start there, and then he plays with maniacal effort,
and then that's led to production.

You look at the effort and the competitiveness with a
running back like Josh Jacobs and the ability to
overcome adversity that he had in his life, some of
those character traits that Mike always talks about. I
think even Johnathan Abram unfortunately got hurt last
year but a guy who's just ultra tough and then has the
traits with the speed. Trayvon Mullen has the size and
the length. So it's that combination of guys with length
and guys with traits and guys that play really, really
hard, and I think they've done a nice job of that -- not
only have they done it with the draft, I thought in free
agency, getting a guy like Cory Littleton who can fly,
needed to get a lot faster at linebacker, I thought they
did that, and then Kwiatkoski is a guy who brings the
leadership, as well. They've got a nice run they've got
going now after last year's draft and off this year's free
agency group, and now they've got to finish it up
because this is the last opportunity where they're going
to have this many assets. Two ones and three threes,
they've got to cash those in.

Q. With the Cardinals obviously you've talked
about the Jacksonville Jaguars at 9 moving down,
what are the odds that Arizona is in play for moving
down, and what gives you a sense for what they're
doing? And secondly, the left tackle, right tackle
potential of players, how is that going to affect the
top of the board with those guys?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I mean, the good news is
when you look at the top tackles, for me Becton is my
top tackle. He played the year before Coach Satterfield
got there. They flopped sides in game, so I think he
was a strong side tackle, so he was moving the whole
time, so he played right, played left. Wirfs has played
right, played left. I think the other two you're looking at
more left tackle.

I'm always a little bit hesitant to say this guy has never
played left tackle, no big deal, he can do it. I think there
is an adjustment there with that.

When you look at last year as a great example, Andre
Dillard, been a left tackle his whole life, he took some
snaps at right tackle, wasn't very comfortable. Much
better player on the left side. That's what he is. But
when I look at Jedrick Wills, even though he's a right
tackle, I think he's got all the ability in the world to play
on the other side. There might be some adjustment

there, allow for some time, but I think he could play on
the left side no problem.

Now, the Cardinals in their particular situation with D.J.
Humphries at left, I think you'd be in a pretty good spot
because Wills is a right tackle, plug him in right away,
Wirfs has been a right tackle for the most part and
Becton has a lot of experience there. Andrew Thomas
would be the one that would have the most adjustment
between all those guys if you were to pick him there.

What the Cardinals are going to do, though, I've said
this a bunch before, I don't think they've been able to
run the offense the way they want to with Coach
Kingsbury because they haven't been able to protect,
and getting a right tackle to come in there opposite of
D.J. Humphries, I think that would allow them to get
more guys out into the route and all of a sudden now
they've got a stacked receiver room, allow you to get
more of those guys on the field and get them out on
the route. So that makes a lot of sense to me.

But if Isaiah Simmons for some reason falls, all bets
are off. I don't know that they would pass on him if
somehow he was there, if the Panthers passed on him
at 7. I'm beginning to think that that slide would end
with the Cardinals.

Q. I really wanted to ask a question on the
Jacksonville Jaguars, who you have spoken on a
little bit. Because CJ Henderson is a guy that's
building a lot of buzz right now, and he's a guy that
if you look at the Jags' track record, they love
drafting Florida guys, Dante Fowler, you've got
Taven Bryan, Jawaan Taylor. Do you think there's a
possibility that his buzz could cause him to be
drafted at that spot at the No. 9 overall spot?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think there's a real
possibility. He ended up as my 21st player, but he's my
second corner, and you're talking about a premier
position that everybody is trying to fill at the corner
position. That's not a terrible reach if he were to be the
ninth pick, and he's got all the athletic ability in the
world. He tested unbelievably well. He's fluid and
smooth.

My issues with him, why I see the difference between
him and Okudah. He's a better athlete than Okudah,
but Okudah is a better football player. Okudah is
tougher, Okudah tackles better. He finds and plays the
football a little bit better.

Henderson has got all the upside in the world, I think
you'd say even more upside than Okudah, but man,
he's got to clean up his tackling and he's got to get a
little bit more consistent playing the ball down the field.
But to answer your question at 9, that would not totally
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surprise me.

But I do, as we get closer, I do expect Jacksonville to
try and find a way to get out of there. I don't know that
they're going to necessarily pick at 9. I wouldn't be
surprised to see them move back and move around the
board a little bit, as they continue to add more picks not
only for this year but maybe attempting to add some
picks for next year.

Q. I was curious, Jalen Hurts said on pro day that
no team had talked to him about playing something
other than quarterback, but there seems to be this
school of thought that Jalen could be sort of a
Swiss-Army-knife-type player. How do you see that
unfolding? Do you see him being somebody that
does a lot of different things, or could he go and
play starting quarterback for an NFL team?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think he's got the ability to
be a starting NFL quarterback, and that's why he's my
fifth quarterback in the draft, and he's ended up being
my 50th player when it was all said and done so I have
him as a second-round player. My thing with him is if
you want to get him on the field and he's not going to
be your starter, I'm not saying, hey, we want you to play
receiver. We've seen with Taysom Hill some of the
things he's been able to do just coming in as the
quarterback. So to come in as the quarterback and just
be able to use him in different ways, to actually play the
position, not asking him to come out there and line up
in the slot or play running back, I'm saying, no, we'll get
packages where he comes in, plays quarterback, we
can throw the ball, we can do some zone read, we can
do a lot of different things with him in a package while
he's developing and continuing to improve as a passer
just from an anticipation standpoint. That really is his
biggest deal. He's got to just improve throwing with a
little bit more anticipation.

If he can do that, I think some team is going to be able
to put him in as the starting quarterback in this league,
and he's got a chance to be really successful. He's a
playmaker. He's somebody that just finds a way. I
always say under pressure, you see a quarterback that
can identify and attack it or somebody that can escape
and create, and Jalen Hurts is going to get to the point
where he can identify and attack it because he's very
bright, but in the meantime his ability to escape and
create is going to be what gets him going. It's going to
get him an opportunity because he can make plays.

Q. Real quick on Kenneth Murray, the reports on
his combine interviews and team interviews have
been really strong. How often do those strong pre-
draft interviews carry over into NFL success, and
what role do Murray's interviews play into
potentially keeping him locked into the first round?

DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I think it's interesting, I
would say the closer you get to the middle of the field,
the more your leadership, intelligence, character comes
into play in the evaluation. So those are -- that's the
nerve center of your team. When you talk about your
quarterback, your center, your middle linebacker, your
safeties, those are the guys that are the
communicators, those are normally the leaders of your
team. I think it's like that in baseball, as well, kind of
building your team up the middle.

So that ability to dominate interviews like he did, to fill
the room with your presence, to know your defense
inside and out, all that stuff at that position is huge, and
it does help lift you up the board, and I do believe that it
translates, and I think that you'll see guys -- when you
miss on players, a lot of times it's not the ability, it's the
person, and I think with Kenneth Murray, everybody
that's talked with him trusts this kid with their life. They
just rave about him. They don't shut up about him.

That's an encouraging sign, and I think that does bode
well for him at the next level.

Q. I wanted to ask you two questions, but first, how
much do you think because of the quarantine, the
stay-at-home part of the virus, not being able to go
visit guys, go to pro days, small schools, that kind
of thing, how much is that going to help bigger
schools' kids that are maybe day 3 guys, for
Alabama a guy like Jared Mayden, how much do
you think that could help them next week and your
evaluation of him?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I'm a fan of his. He's my
114th player. I thought he was somebody that definitely
belonged at the combine. So I think he's going to get
picked. I think he's going to go in the fourth or fifth
round. He can play in the deep half, he can cover in the
slot, he can match up with tight ends. He plays very
aggressive. You'll see the big hits. Just needs to do a
better job of wrapping up and finishing some tackles,
but he's got good ball skills and he can run. There's a
lot to like about him, and I think he's a good player.

To your greater point, it's going to really impact the
non-combine players. Mayden is different. If you're a
non-combine player and you're at Alabama and teams
have seen you, seen you in the fall, seen you at All-
Star games, they've had exposure to you, they're more
comfortable with you and they're going to be more
comfortable turning in the card. Now, some teams will
even have a problem with those guys because they
might not have medical on them. But the non-combine
players where you didn't get a chance to get medical,
where you didn't get a chance to visit with them, it's
going to penalize them a little bit, unfortunately, and it's
going to be the benefit of the guys that were big school
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players or guys that have been to the combine.

The medical is the biggest hangup on these guys
because the last thing you want to do is assume you've
got a healthy player and you spend a fourth-round pick
on him and he comes to your building and you find out,
this guy has got an arthritic knee or some other type of
an issue. So not having a chance to get your own
medical on those players is going to be tough.

Q. What is your evaluation of Terrell Lewis and
what are you hearing from teams that they like?
What are some complaints or issues that they see
with his game?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, he's just raw, and he hasn't
been able to stay healthy, and I think that the medical
stuff with him is going to be -- that's going to be
interesting because there are some teams that are
concerned there with him on the medical. You know, he
might go a little bit lower than his ability suggests he
should. He's my 101st player. You see the flashes. I
mean, he's got some freaky change-of-direction ability.
There's some Danielle Hunter to him when you watch
him. I see some similarities there. The upside is great.
But he disappears at times, and unfortunately he hasn't
been able to stay healthy, and he's just got to continue
to grow and develop and become more polished as a
player.

He's kind of a classic boom-bust player. I got a chance
to visit with him and I really liked the kid. He's
somebody that's easy to root for when you visit with
him. So I'm hoping for the best, but I do know there are
some teams that are a little concerned about the
medical.

Q. Let's assume for a minute the Lions are able to
move back a little bit with a trade. They're still able
to get Jeff Okudah and they pick up a mid-round
pick in the 18 to 26 range. Who's somebody you
think gets in that slot for them?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: For the Lions, if they were to get
back in that range, I mean, I look at a guy like K'Lavon
Chaisson, give him a fast ball off the edge would be
somebody I think that would make some sense for
them if they got back in that range. He's not a complete
package at this point in time. He's still got some
development ahead of him. But he's interesting, and he
got better and better as the year went along. He can do
a lot of different things, and he's got length. He can win
with speed. He holds up well against the run. He can
stack blocks and hold the point of attack. He'd be kind
of an interesting one to me for the Lions if they slid
back into that range.

Q. I wanted to ask you about J.K. Dobbins. He's
kind of vying with a couple other running backs for

the top spot. I know you have him lower than some
of the other running back prospects. Where does
he fit into that race?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, well, I love his game. He's
my 37th player. He's my fourth running back, and I
know from talking to my buddies at Ohio State that he
does not see himself as anything other than the top
running back in this class, and that's kind of how
competitive he is, and I love that about him. Hopefully
he gets into the league and proves us all wrong, that
he should have been the top guy.

Just very compact. He's a physical runner. He's got
great balance. There's no hesitation to him. I mean,
sometimes you talk about patience and that's a good
thing in running backs. There's other teams where
man, if it's there, just go hit it, and this kid is all gas, no
brakes. He attacks it. He's really good in pass
protection. Had those two drops against Clemson but I
thought his hands were really good on the whole when
you study him throughout the whole year. I think he's a
rock solid player who I have as the 37th player, which
puts him right at the front of the second round, and I
would love to see him get an opportunity at that point in
the draft to get somewhere and get after it. I'm looking
at some of the teams that are picking up there like
Miami, if Miami took him with the 39th pick, I think he's
off and running and he's going to be a legitimate
Rookie of the Year candidate if he gets in the right spot
and gets the carries.

Q. I wanted to ask about Jeff Okudah. You
mentioned at the top when you were talking about
some of the cornerbacks in this draft that he was
maybe a little favored pick. He's only started a full
year, but what makes him sort of a reliable guy to
produce at the next level?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I mean, just the size, the
length, the physicality, the instincts. I always say with
corners, if you can't find the ball in college, most times
those guys can't find the ball in the NFL. This kid can
find and play the football. He's got really good
awareness, and again, I think the other trait with the
top cornerbacks when you study them around the
league at the NFL level is there's kind of a dog to them.
There's a competitiveness to them. There's a
toughness to them, an edge, and I think this kid plays
with that type of toughness and competitiveness on the
field. He's fun to watch, and my first tape I watched
was against Washington last year in the Rose Bowl.
Man, that kind of put him on my radar over the
summer. I was like, okay, this kid is really talented, he's
gifted, and I thought we saw that this year.

Q. I know everybody values the versatility of Isaiah
Simmons, and for sure I understand that. But how
much of an impact edge rusher could he be if he
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was asked to focus a little bit more of that at the
pro level in the NFL as opposed to doing five
different things in one game when he was at
Clemson?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Yeah, I mean, I think you'd have
to get a little bit stronger to hold up on a down-in,
down-out basis on the edge. Look, he's 238 pounds,
which is unbelievable size for a safety. It's about the
average size there for a linebacker. But to hold up as
an edge player down in and down out, I think that
would be a little bit difficult.

I like him more -- like we talk about in scouting are you
a pass rusher or are you a blitzer. To me he's a blitzer.
He's somebody that when you give him a runway, he's
going to be hell on wheels for tight ends and backs to
deal with, and he's going to beat some tackles with his
speed and quickness there, as well.

But I don't think I'm going to line him up on the edge of
the tackle and ask him to go get me 10 sacks. I don't
think that's who he is as a player.

And I do know there's some talk around the league of,
man, we don't want to ask this kid to do too much. You
want to let him focus in one area. But I think with what
he did at Clemson doing all those different things, that's
where the value comes from is his ability to move all
over the field and play those different roles.

I know he's told teams that he wants on passing
situations to rush. That's what he really wants to do. He
wants to be involved down there. I just disagree a little
bit in terms of I like him to be a blitzer instead of just
lining up where everybody in the stadium knows you're
getting ready to rush, I'd like to let him move around
and come from different angles.

Q. If I can flip to offense, the Giants have that 36th
pick high in the second round. Who are likely to be
the top three offensive tackles at that spot and the
top three edge rushers who might be left, and of
those two positions, which do you think has the
better value at that slot?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I think you're going to like
the players better at the tackle position that are going
to be there. I think at 36 you're more than likely going
to either see one of these guys, either Austin Jackson
from USC, Josh Jones, Ezra Cleveland, the hope is
one of those guys is still there. I think you're going to
see a couple of those guys end up going in the first
round, but the hope is at 36 maybe there's one left. I
think you'd feel good about any of those players at that
point in time. I know Isaiah Wilson we talked about
earlier from Georgia has been mentioned in that range.
That would be a little bit early for me. And then when
you look at edge rushers at the top of the second

round that could be there, I don't feel great about that
group.

I love Josh Uche from Michigan, but again, he's a
unique player because he's an undersized kind of a 3-
4, he's going to be a speed rusher coming off the edge
who's got a real knack and a lot of ability there, but he's
somebody that on run downs, he's going to have a little
bit of an issue there. By the way, one of the side notes
with him is I think he only played like 13 snaps against
Ohio State, which I still have yet to get a good answer
on why they didn't use him more in that game, but
that's a side note. But he's a good player.

Q. Focusing on the offensive line, LSU, Damien
Lewis, I know there was a lot of good offensive
linemen, where do you think he can go, where do
you think he projects in the NFL, and secondly,
what do you think are some of the late-round value
guys coming out of Ole Miss?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure, for Damien Lewis, he's my
91st player and my fifth interior offensive lineman. He's
a power player. In the run game he's got a lot of upper
torque. He can turn and dump defensive tackles. He
did it to Arkansas, to Agim in that game. He just gets --
in pass protection there's times where you love what
you see and he's very firm and strong, and then there's
times where he lunges and can get in trouble, and the
Auburn game was a tough one for him. That's a great
group led by Derrick Brown inside, so that wasn't his
best game.

But he's a really good player. I think to me that kind of
puts him in that third-, fourth-round range, but I think
he's somebody who's got a chance to come in and
start very early in his NFL career. He's a solid player.
So that's where I am on him.

And then with Ole Miss, looking at some of their guys,
you've got Coatney, Benito Jones and Scottie Phillips.
Those are kind of the guys I have as their top players.
They're late-round draftable guys for me. Coatney
moves around in that front. He's got real strong hands,
keeps his hands in tight, does a nice job holding up
against double teams. He just doesn't have much feel
as a pass rusher. That's why he's a late-round pick for
me.

And then Benito Jones is a nose. He can push the
pocket, plays with a wide base, but he's more of a
clogger than a disrupter, just a little limited range and
he's on the ground a little bit too much.

And then with Scottie Phillips, I like the fact he's
versatile. He can play running back, can play him in the
slot. He's got some explosiveness, can catch the ball,
tracks it over his shoulder well. I didn't think the top
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speed was great. He ran 4.56. He played maybe a little
bit slower than that. But the one thing I do like is he's
actually really firm and really solid in pass protection,
but again, he's kind of a late-round guy for me, as well.

And Sheppard is beneath those guys, plays off the ball,
can also play on the edge, but just plays with his head
down too much, buries his head. He's got to clean that
up. He's on the ground and too many missed tackles in
space. So that's where I was on those guys.

Q. Obviously we know Denzel Mends and James
Blanchard, guys from Baylor that are going to be
near the top of the draft. Who are some of those
maybe day 3 guys that could find themselves going
in the later rounds?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: From Baylor? Yeah, well, it's
funny you say that because when I'm talking to GMs in
the evenings, like the question I always get is who are
you higher on than anybody else you talk to, and the
guy is Grayland Arnold for me. I like Grayland Arnold a
lot. I know he's undersized. He's a little over 5'9", a little
over 186 pounds, but he's got production. He's just
really instinctive. He's fluid and smooth. He buzzes
under these routes in every game I watch. He had a
71-yard return against Oklahoma on a pick. He's just a
playmaker. So he's my 103rd player, but I think I'm
higher on him than the majority of the league.

I also have a decent grade on Clay Johnston, the
linebacker. I see him getting picked late. I know he
missed the eight games, but he's got range, does a
nice job playing over the top of blocks. The Iowa State
game was outstanding. It felt like he made every tackle
in that game, and he's a good blitzer.

And then Hasty, it's such a good running back group, I
think he's probably going to be a late guy or a free
agent, but he's got stop-start quickness, he's good in
the screen game, and if he gets to the alley, he's gone.
I thought he played a lot faster than his 4.55.

And then Roy Bravvion, who didn't go to the combine
but saw him down at the East-West, he's got some
production as an inside pass rusher. I thought he had a
good week down there. You see him, quick little swim
move. He's got something to him. I think he's got a
chance to get picked late.

And then Chris Miller, the last one, I wish he had more
production, just not a lot of production there. I know he
added a little bit of weight from the NFLPA game to the
combine, I think he put on like 10 pounds, but he'd be a
good free agent for me.

Q. If I can just follow up on that, obviously playing
under Matt Rhule last year, obviously brought an

NFL mindset, now in the NFL himself. Is there any
sense that playing under Coach Rhule has better
prepared these guys to kind of make that jump?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Oh, I think so. Matt has just got
such a great reputation, and I know you're going to get
kids that are going to be physically and mentally tough
that have played for Coach Rhule, so that helps, makes
it a lot easier to sell these guys in the room. I'd love to
be able to bring a bunch of people in the draft room
and see how the process guys, but it's almost like a
sales pitch with scouts and you get in there and you
kind of make your case and it's a lot easier when you
can sell not only these players but where they come
from and how they've been coached. It makes it a lot
easier to make that a convincing argument in the room.

Q. Knowing the way the Steelers like to use their
running backs, their three-down backs, runners,
receivers and pass protectors, who would be a
good fit for them at 49 if they wanted to go that
route, and who do you think will be there in the
middle of the second round?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Appreciate the question.
The guy who I would love to see in Pittsburgh --
sometimes I just watch players and go, okay, the way
this guy plays kind of reminds me of a Pittsburgh
Steeler and that's kind of from having been in that
division with the Ravens and the Browns, I have so
much respect for how the Steelers play and the brand
of football they play, and I don't think Dobbins will be
there. I don't think Taylor will be there. I think those top
four guys, there's a good chance they're gone, but
man, Cam Akers is one when I watched him, he is so
competitive and so tough, and their offensive line, I
could walk down the street here outside my house, and
I can promise you I could find a very similar offensive
line to the one he ran behind at Florida State, and this
kid didn't complain, he just put his head down and ran
hard and made the most of it.

I just think there's that toughness to him that kind of
reminds me of a Steeler. He catches the ball out of the
backfield. I think he's got more to offer in that regard.
He was a five-star recruit. So the talent is there.
There's tremendous talent with this kid, and I think if he
was in a little better situation, we'd be talking about him
even higher than he is. He's my 55th player. He's my
fifth back. I thought at the combine, when he ran 4.47,
his field workout was phenomenal, but that kid to me,
he looks like a Pittsburgh Steeler to me. I would love to
see him in that offense.

Q. I'm wondering what do you think is the earliest
the Detroit Lions could target needs on offense,
and who do you see fitting what their needs are
along the offense?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Sure. Well, when you look at their
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picks, 3 and 35, and then they've got two threes, gosh,
the defense was just so bad. You've got to believe that
they're going to stay on that side of the ball early. So I'll
go at pick 67 and 85 as a spot there for them, and
when you're looking at positions, you're looking at
receiver potentially, interior offensive lineman. So if we
want to give him a couple guys on the interior line, how
about somebody like Robert Hunt from Louisiana I
think is a phenomenal player, played right tackle, is
going to kick inside and play guard at the next level.
And then receiver-wise, there's a million of them. But
somebody that could make some sense there in that
range. How about John Hightower from Boise State
who's got big-time speed to make plays down the field,
also has value as a kickoff returner, as well. So those
would be two fun ones.

Q. I was just wondering, I know you talked a little
bit about these top four offensive tackles, how
special they are, but there's really been no
consensus on how they rank top to bottom. What
are some of the challenges in scouting and
projecting that position, offensive line, and the
transition from the college game to the pro game,
and also just the second part of that is with the
Bucs at 14, thinking about these four guys, how
likely do you think it is that they might try to trade
up to get maybe more of their choice of those guys
rather than maybe the guy or two who might be left
over at 14?
DANIEL JEREMIAH: Well, I know it's normal during
this time of year to call a bunch of teams, so I don't
want to maybe too much of it, but I know Tampa has
already made phone calls to inquire what it would cost
to move up, so I would not be surprised at all if they
tried to move up, and I keep coming back to kind of that
Jacksonville area. If you wanted a tackle, that's the
partner because you'd get ahead of Cleveland who's a
tackle team and the Jets who are a tackle team. That
would not shock me at all if Tampa moved up there to
get their choice of who's left at that point in time. That
would not shock me.

But in terms of the challenge of evaluating these guys
and the transition, it's huge because you can just be
physically better than 99 percent of the players you're
going to see in college. You're an offensive lineman,
you're an offensive tackle, I don't care if you're in a
great conference. You're not going to see down-in and
down-out NFL players every time, and even if you are
matching up with NFL players and the offenses that
they're running with tunnel screens and bubble screens
and slip screens and just catch rock and throw from the
gun, you're not having to block these guys like you're
going to be challenged to block the guys at the next
level. It's just different. So you're getting challenged.
You can't just overpower these guys. Your technique is

going to come into play.

So that's why I think we've seen over the last couple
years, we've seen some of these players that people
leave for dead as offensive linemen and then two,
three, sometimes four years into their career they end
up figuring it out and becoming really good players. I
think Laremy Tunsil is one of the premier tackles in the
NFL and I think you saw him progress throughout his
career. I think he's just now more comfortable doing
things he didn't really have to do at the collegiate level.
That's just one example. I think D.J. Humphries played
a little bit better last year. So you're seeing some of
these guys get the experience and then the talent can
show out, but it's a major adjustment for these guys at
that position.
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